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Alles Fragen, die uns deutlich machen, dass die 
katastrophale Bkologische Krise von der Mensch-
heit nur abgewendet werden kann, · wenn sich in 
den var uns liegenden Jahrzehnten grosse revolu-
tionlre Ver~nderungen in der politischen und B~ 
konomischen Struktur der menschlichen Gesellschaft 
vollziehen. Aber in welchem Teil unserer in Ost 
und West gespaltenen Weltwerden sich die Krttfte 
entwicklen, die imstande sind, diese Umwttlzung . 
noch rechtzeitig in Gang zu setzen? 
Robert Havemann 
Morgen - Die Industrie-
gesell schaft am Scheideweg 
While students in Western industrial states manned the university barricades 
during the late 1960's demanding that the institutions of higher learning more 
actively involve themselves in the struggles for free speech, civil rights and 
national liberation abroad, authorities in the Gennan Democratic __ Republ,ic more 
· or less. quietly introduced .. a reform program at forty-four of their own academic 
institutions, designed to promote a new set of educational and poiitical objec-
tives. This academi'c "revolution from above" sought to realize those very goals 
scorned by protesters on Western campuses, namely the "healthy marriagei• of uni-
versity teaching and research functions to the long-tenn economic planning needs 
I 
of the system as a whole, as well as the creation of the "perfect production-
oriented university" subject to centralized ideological .control.· At·the root 
of various structural and curricular reforms.proposed by the Seventh Party 
Congress in 1967 rested· the des ir~ among SEO leaders· to fuse· science with so-
cialism, the outcome of which woul'd be a new generatfon o·f highly qualified, 
class-conscious technicians capable of enthusiastic contributions to East Ger-
man economic and i ndus tri a 1 deve l opmen.ts. 
Party..;sponsored reform measures, which were expected to achieve the desired 
outcomes by 1975, introduced significant changes in the areasof university 
I . . 
governan'ce, academic admissions and curricular planning throughout the higher 
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educational system. Not all of these reform measure$ were enthusiastically 
welcomed by every segment of the East German academic community. All were 
nevertheless obliged to comply with state directives, owing of course to the 
communist party 1 s exclusive control over the educational system. Centralized 
control notwithstanding, GDR authorities faced a variety of implementational 
problems, some of which were so serious that by 1979 policymakers found it. 
necessary to reassess the effectiveness of the institutional and pedagogical 
means chosen earlier to attain specific refonn ends. They completed their 
task in time for.the Fifth Higher Educational Conference held on September 4-5, 
1980, as a pre 1 ude to the X. Party Congress. 
The year 1975 marks the halfway point of a ten-year, rowdy refonn process 
instigated in the Federal Republic about the same time that GOR officials set 
to work.modifying their higher educational system. The initial refonn goals 
posited by educational policymakers. in the FRG were subjected to subst-antial 
• • ,l ', 
revision, particularly after 1972.;.73. One res_ul t is that the most recent 
catalogue of ·West German reform objectives confirmed in a several federally. 
mandated educational laws bears a number of striking parallels to the program.;._ 
matic goals announced in East Germany over a decade ago. These goais inc.lude ~- --~~-~= 
- . \ . 
an "opening of ·.the universities 11 to less privileged children of the working 
c1as$, administrative streamlining based on the restructuring of universities 
along departmental lines, and innovation in academic programming resulting, 
from the inclusion of delegates from tne state, industry and:labor fn unb2r-
sity. decision-making bo~ies and 1n regional curricular refonn commissions. 
' ' 
Educational authorities in the Federal Republic ·are now equally in:tent ori de-
veloping closer worki_ng ties between industry and academia, while both Ger-
mani es, for obvious reasons, are beginning to concer1trate on educationa 1 con-
tingency planning in,hopes of offsetting problems caused by economic scarcity, 
In 1 ; gh t of cri _ti ca 1 i deo 1 agi cal and ·systemic differences, the syncop_a ted 
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timing of East and West Gennan higher educational reforms seems rather ironic, 
on the one hand, and appears to be symptomatic of converging patterns of State-
University-relations in advanced industrial societies, on the other. _Changes 
in the i-nstitutions of higher learning in both countries over the last ten 
years have, for the most part, been externa 1 ly induced -- by the SEO , in the 
Gennan Democratic Republic and by- a combination of parliamentary and judici_al 
forces in the Federal Republic. Changes in the structure and content of higher 
learning in bothsystems are a consequence of increasingly complex forms of in-
terdependence among the economic, political and legal segments composing the 
educational task env_ironment. The moving force behind many of these changes is, 
of course,-the growing problem of finite fiscal resources and the state's need -
to allocate t_hem more efficiently, if not more equitably, among competing sectors. 
As Burton R. Clark has pointed out, 
modern national systems of education are among the most 
comp.lex social enterprises ever evolved. Researchers need 
· all the help they can get to penetrate that complexity· 
and disentangle the strands of control. 1 
Academic institutions, like other modern product and service organizations, 
face a growing variety of tasks, along with rising ievels of "uncertainty" 
grounded in resource dependence. They are farted to develop-ever more complex 
- - -
structures of authority, just as they must devise the organizational means 
for cultivating infonnational and resource exchanges with other elements 
of their task- environment. _ Orie Suspects tha:t this is no less qf an Herculean -
task ~ithin East bloc nations than~it is 1n the West. Centralized ccintrol 
of the education~ 1 sys tern in the Gennan Democratic Republic means :tha t the 
dominant party must provide all the resources, as well as a -comprehensive,_-
' ' 
fundamental ideological justification for anysignificant structural or 
pedagogical reorientation _it chooses to introduce. -The SEO leadership -is -
· ·further restrainedby the recognition that it alone bears all responsibility 




affect the stability of the system as a whole. The highly decentra 1 i.zed sys-
. . , I 
tern of educational decision-making and control characteristic of the Federal . . I 
Republic well into the 1970's has allowed more opportunities for ~ducational 
experimentation,at least Ion the surface; it requires little more than piece-
meal justifications for i.ndividual- reform measures. The inherent disadvantages 
are that policymakers ar,e neither able to establish new economic priorities 
at will, nor are they wen-equipped to deal with problems of coordination·and 
COf!1P 1 i ance with na ti ona 1 standards. 
Little attention has: been paid to 11 convergence theory 11 in recent years. 
This work is an attempt to discover new supports for and new evidence of con-
verging patterns of higher educational management in Germany East and West; 
The paper begins with an effort to relate changes in the educational sys.tern to 
· developments in the socioeconomic system as· ·a whole. It then traces three 
stages of refonn .that appear to have occurred more or less simultaneous'ly 1n· ··c-!·-:-::·-=· 
the two Gennanies, involving institutional -expansion, the standardization of~ 
. . 
higher educational administratio~ and.the rationalization of academic·programs. 
· The concluding sectian seeks to compare and contrast the major problems be-
setting. the higher educational systems in th_e two states, focusing in par.ticurar---~~--= 
on the pressures generated by a changing international environment. The main 
thesis holds that refonn parallels and converging patterns of higher educa-
tional development are the result of technological specia-l_ization, economic . - - - --~ 
dependency and increasing·bureaucratization, rather than the product of in-
eluctable ideological forces.· Comparative work in this policy area has been 
limited to date. This author nevertheless asserts that the study of German 
university.reform can lead to a·significant understanding of other complex._ 
socio-economic relations encountered in an advanced industri-al soci'ety -- as· 
manifested on both sides of.the Berlin Wall. 
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A. EDUCATION AS DEPENDENT AND INDEPENDENT VARIABLE. 
The educational system in modern society functions both as a transmitter 
of established values and customs, and as a source of new values and behaviors, 
irrespective of a specific national setting. It is therefore natural that 
mounting tensions between the superstructure and the base, between socio-
cultural phenomena and economic detenninants, should manifest themselves here. 
Educational policymakers bear witness to growing interdependence among a wide 
variety of environmental components, an interdependency which tends to upset 
what was presumed to be an isomorphic relation between superstructure and base. 
· Relations among elements of the educational task environment are rendered more 
complex, thanks to increasing specrial i zation and differentiation among most 
societal institutions, on the one hand~ and due to the problem of ever-scarcer 
resources, on the other. 
- - -- . -. 
Educational· institutions not only transmit ideology; they also generate 
new id.eological components of their own accord .. In order to maintain a balance 
: . . - ' 
among groups within the.system, individuals must be inculcated.with a basic 
belief in the prevailfog incentive structures; individuals must be able to 
anticipate and to accept the concrete rewards and sanctions that accompany 
certain modes of behavior and levels of performance. ·-In an advanced industrial 
system, the school is expected· to perform a three-fold function: it must en-
sure the reproduction of skills necessary for technological progress and capi-
tal accumulation; it:must guarantee.the reproduction of internalized submis~ 
sion to the established order; and, last but not least, the school must provide 
for the re-creation of the-relations of production. 2 
The brooding giant of finite fiscal resources ushered· in by the energy 
' . . . 
crisis of the-70is raises new questions about the State.1 sability to promote 
. ' . . . . 
. - ,. .' . 
an equitable distribution of social goods and services (as well as rewards)-, -
and its ·11 authoritative allocation 11 in turn depends upon already established 
;; 
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·values. A classical Marxian analysis would have it that existing values are 
shared (and hoarded) among the societal elite. Traditionally, one could ex-
. pect to find evidence of very strong philosophical and. socio-economic bonds 
between state administrators and a nation 1 s intelligentsia. Historically 
speaking, -many institutions. of higher learning were created for the purpose 
of ·ensuring the state a steady supply of capable administrative and technical 
experts. Today this objective still counts as one function of advanced edu-
cation,· albeit among many others, in systems ranging from the Gennan Federal 
Republic to the People's Republic of China. Economic contraints, however, 
force leading officials to make ever more specific choices about those edu-
. cational arenas worthy of ongoing investment. Policymakers and educators· 
increasingly. find themselves on opposite sides of the fence in a serious 
struggle over decision-making authority:_ the debate rages not only with re-
--- .,. -
spect to ·what is good education a.nd what is not, but also in regard to the · 
' question who shou 1 d detenni ne what constitutes qua 1 i ty education and the ends--. · 
it is to serve. The same questi.on applies. to quality research. 
While the ·educational process must be managed in such a way as to repro-
duce the existing division of labor and a concomitant distribution of rewards,~ 
it must also demonstrate its ability to adapt and perfonn in·accordance with 
changing socio-technological demands .. In most industrial nations, the edu-
cational system finds itself in something of a double bind-. Growing demands, 
are placed upon schools and institutes to· provide.contingents .of diversely. 
- . '" -. . 
skilled, technically qualified workers. Society. boasts of ever higher levels 
' - -
of educa'tion; enhancing opportunities for the sel f-actua li zati,on for its ci ti-
zenry. One can argue~ however, that an undergraduate college degree is .roughly 
equivalent in value to a ,secondary school diploma in the immediate postwar 
period; it represents a_ minimal ·certification for a variety of professions, 
rather than· guaranteed entry into highly desirable occupations. Increasing 
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automation and specialization of the industrial workplace, ironically, subjects· 
employees to ever more routinization and depersonalization; the resulting over-
qualification or underemployment tends to breed discontent. Furthermore, rapid 
advances in technology mandate a flexibility of response to changing work en-
vironments which contradicts the fragmented, exclusive specialization afforded 
· by professional training programs. Employers resort to hiring individuals who 
demonstrate "extra-functional qualifications;' i.e. willingness to engage in 
teamwork, well-developed conmunication and public relations skills. 3 They re-
ly, in fact, on those individualistic qualities which standardized education 
must consciously ignore in providing minimal levels of schooling for the masses. 
Nor can modern societies afford to underplay the importance of technologi- · 
cal innovation in the face of rising international competition. This poses yet 
another dilemma for ·those whose dominant concern lies with preserving the sta-
bility of the systen:i. As Hartung and Nuthman have argued in this· context, ef-i 
fective competitJon ·depends upon quality control and continuous innovation. 4 -- · 
Innovation requires a capability on the part of individual workers to think 
critically and to question constantly their own productive roles. Innovation 
moreover depends on unimpeded experimentation and investments in basic re~ 
search. But because the payoffs of basic re!3earch are often contingent upon 
long lead times or longer-range planning, industrial states, Lip against the 
brooding giant of finite resources,. are likely, to shift to an emphasis on 
applied research with short:...term payoffs·. Policymakers can.be expected to 
. . . . . . 
direct academic or scientific institutes to focus on applied research, to the 
.extent that_ it provides for more effective cost:...benefit analysis and budgetary 
control. 
. , 
The key to more rati ona 1 management of 1 imi ted fi seal resources and to 
' more effective uti-lization of valuable human resources seems to lie in a 
nation's capacity for planning. That capacity,at least in part, is a function 
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of policymakers~ ability to promote and absorb the products of· high-caliber 
scientific research. ··Initially rejected by Western industrial states because 
i 
of its .totalitarian overtones and its: demonstrated failures in the East, cen- · 
I 
'· 
tralized planning began to attract th~ attention of economists with the· intro-
duction of the PPBS in the late 1960'~. The revolution in computer technology 
which has: rocked the Western world si nee then has not only provided policy-
makers with a set of frighteningly powerful tools for simulation and forecas.t-
fog. It has also yanked scientific researchers out of their proverbial ivory· 
towers and assigned to them critical new input roles in the policy process. 
Advanced industriali.sm in the West finds its analogue in the 11 scientific-
* technical revolution 11 concept promulgated tn the East. Both characterizations. 
are grounded in the realization that : 
1) the number of scientific discoveries is•growing at an ever more 
--~----·-·-· -.. - ::..· 
accelerated pace; 
2). the ·application of new scientific information and discove·ries 
·occurs at ever shorter 1ntervals and penneates all social arenas, 
but especially the productive; sector;_ 
3) the science~ are· increasingly differentiated, as highly specialized 
disciplines emerge which simultaneously influence one another. and 
attach themselves to new subfields; 
4) in addition to physical labor, it is now possible to delegate and -
transfer ·an expanding range of men_tal tasks to the 11machines. 11 
Consequently, scientific research has developed foto a full fledge branch of · 
production and has become a production ·resource in its own ri.ght. 5 
For a variety of reasons, planning efforts in the German Democratic Re-
public proved·relatively successful in contrast to Soviet experiences, es-
pecially after a partial decentralization.of the economy took place in 1963. ~ 
The lesson was not completely lost on the Federal Republic, which historically 
* Wissenschaftlich- technische Revolution, abbreviated WTR. 
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speaking, was not as .hostile to planning as were its other Western Allies. 
Brandt's. efforts to house a central planning department in the Federal Chan-
cellor's Office in 1969 collapsed by 1972, but not before the individual Minis-
tries created their own planning units in defense of their bureaucratic turf. 6 
The call for educational planning was a product of the times. 
For leaders who have not yet mastered the informational deficits and the 
contingency problems inherent to middle-range financing and.Five Year Plans, 
the prospects for effective educational and research p.lanning would appear to 
.be quite bleak. The validity of socioeconomic projections, i.e. the need for 
"x" qualified graduates in "y 11 subfields, can .only be tested once an entire 
generation has run the gamut of the educational system. Shaul d those projec-
tions prove untenable, socfety bears the multiple costs of a "lost generation" 
. until a successor group can b·e primed to enter the work force. The demographic· 
.imbalances afflicting both German states as a consequence of war losses and 
·pre-Berlin Wall emigration patterns, ·coupled with their corresponding economfc 
'booms in the 1960's and their respective ideological orientations, are factors 
that sensitized SPD and SEO leaders to the need for more sophisticated educa-
tional planning. Formal ideological differences notwithstanding, efforts· to 
plan resulted in a recognized· need for fundamental reforms in both systems. 
· .. The political dynamics of reform, I argue, have resulted in circumstances that 
.ultimately lead both Germanies to pursue· similar educational trends; at-the 
sametime, both find it more difficult to exercise centralized control over the. 
sci enti fi c-educa tional process. 
·B. . THREE PHASES OF REFORM IN THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC. 
Because of its status as an advanced industrial society, the German ~ederal 
Republic ·could be thought to share many of the goals of its Western neighbors.~ 
Yet in a comparison of educati.onal reforms among European Community nations 
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within the last two decades, the FRG clearly lagged behind. In 1965, ·rorsten 
Hus~n maintained that the West German educational system served as 11 a present 
day European example of a· failure to plan. 1;7 
The 11 educational catastrophe,11 first explored in depth by Georg Picht in 1964, 
was particularly visible at the tertiary level. Academic institutions -continued 
to be dominated by the kinds of hierarchical structures and authoritarian teach-
ing methods that had characterized Gennan education prior to 1939. Reforms in 
the areas of curricula revision~ teacher training programs, university gover-
nance and admissions p~licies were long overdue. Further, despite the post-
war commitment to more democratic forms of socio-political organization; the 
number of students from working class families admitted to the universities 
remained at the level of five to ten percent -- even though enrollments had 
more than doubled by 1965.8 
Picht demanded that education be made the nation's number one domestic 
-- . priority for pedagogical as well as for social and economic reasons. First;-
- he warned that an extreme shortage of teachers and classroom facilities was 
inevitable, in light of the additional two million children about to descend 
upon the country's elementary schools -- the first wave of the post-war Ba-by -
Boom; obviously the quality of education would be seriously impaired if exist-
ing personnel and classroom space were only to be maintained at existing levels. 
II 
Secondly, Picht pointed to significant imbalances at the Lander level, awing 
to the decentralized administration of education; school children in pro-
vincial-agricultural reg_ions in particular were ncit able to- meet even the com-
paratively low-1 evel national. standards, and family transfers from state to 
state disadvant~ged elementary-aged pupils more thantheirelders. -Thirdly",-
. . 
Picht projected the end of the Wirtschaftswunder. In an age· of technology and 
specia.lization, ·an educational system based on 19th century philosophical pri11,-





into the Common Market and· increasing international competition required the 
11 production 11 of ever greater numbers of skilled laborers, which would hike the 
price (and the value) of education at .all levels.· The primary financer in 
Germany had always been the State; but public investment in education had, in· 
fact, decreased from 3.31 percent of the national budget in ·1958 to 3.26 per-
cent in 1960 and 2.9 percent in 1962·;9 · Picht placed the . 
blame on the form of cultural-educational administration: 
II 
the Lander ·exercised 
complete control over legislation and administration, while planning and financ-' 
ing powers not specifically delegated in the Basic Law were coveted by authori-
ties at the national level. 
In 1965, sociologist Ralf Dahrendorf underscored Picht's analysis of im-
pending doom. Then he introduced another critical variable which was to become 
the bane·of·univ.ersity existence, viz. the notion that_Bildung ist Burgerrecht --
education, in the larger sense, is a civil right~ lO Dahrem:lorf -~p-hasi.zed tha't 
educational· reform was no~ only cruci a 1 in regard to the nation's· future eco:· 
nomic :and scientific needs, but also in light of changing social demands. Af-
fluence, he _argued, was only one dimension of freedom in a democratic society. 
Article 12/1 of the Grundgesetz ( the "Basic Law" serving as the provisional con-
stitution) guaranteed all citizens the right to choose freely their vocations, 
educational facilities and places of work, as did respecfive articles in the 
Lander statutes. The State had no alternafive but to make Chancengleichheit --
. equai opportunity:._ the basis of subsequent educational· reforms .. In line with 
this argument, .policymakers·· sought to extend university access opportunities 
to children from.the lower socioeconomic strata by establishing ''comprehensive 
schools" on an experimental basis and by undertaking a series of much~maligned 
curricular reforms at Senior Secondary levels (Oberstufen) at regular schools.· 
Measures to overhaul the vocational education sector were introduced separately 
and soon fell by the. wayside •. The outcome of refonn efforts in the first two 
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areas, combined with demographic developments, was to unleash a floodgate of 
potential post-secondary applicants. 11 
Under ·the circumstances, expansion of the tertiary sector was a logical 
first choice in the search for university refonn alternatives, beginning in 
1965. Recuperating from the radical ·reductions of 1933-1939, university en-
rollments returned to normal levels by 1952; stabilization was short-1 ived, 
however. Institutions of higher learning experienced a 76 percent increase 
between 1952 and 1960, a·nd a further enrollment rise of 100 percent during the 
period 1960-1970. But-the real "educational explosion 11 would occur between 
1970 and 1975, when the number of students was to skyrocket an additional 
180 percent. 12 
Phase· I, 1965 to 1970, saw educational authorities adopt a variety of ex"." 
pansion strategies, beginning with the creation of eighteen new higher edu,-
cational institutions. Officials further attacked the space problem-bi.ex.;.----------:-~--:-
-panding the existing universities; bytransforming specialized institutes into- -. 
11 regular 11 univers,ties; by adding requirements and then accrediting _technical 
schools ·with higher educational status; by shifting labs and institutes, as 
well as other support structures to permit better utilization of availab-1-e 
spaces. The·next step was to swell the rolls of .the academic teaching staff, 
add.ing a· new stratum of junior faculty_ (Mittelbau) in order to restore student-
teacher ratios to the normal levels of the 1950 1 s. In fact, the ranks expanded 
from 9,000 . 11 ass i_s tants II in 1960, to 18,000, in 1965, to 28,000 by 1971. 13 
These expansion measures produced two unintended results: l) the increased 
. . , 
supply actually exacerbated the demand for u·niversity education in the midst of, 
the Baby Boom; and 2) rapid institutional growth precipitated internal crises 
of coordination and authority. Federal expenditures to higher education had 
increased by 500 percent, while control ~ver the allocation of those monies -, 
II 
remain:ed constitutionally vested in the Lander. In ,order for the Bund to succeed 
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• II 
in effectively distributing subsidies to the Lander and to ensure their use 
for expansion purpos-es, federal authoritfes .held that it was necessary to 
simplify their dealings with the respective recipients. The mode of univer-
sity administration differed significantly from state to state, and coordina.:.: 
tion depended upon voluntary compliance by the Lander. 
Phase II, extending from 1968 to 1972 was characterized by a more active_ 
attempt on the part of state officials at both levels to direct pressing intra-. 
organizational and interinstitutional reforms. Standardization was a strategy 
intended to aid the national executive in concentrating and managing its 11 new 
assistance relationships, 11 while bringing a broad range of conflicting state 
education~l priorities more clearly into line with each other and with national 
_ SPD reform orientations (especially after 1969). The Lander viewed standardiza-
tion as an opportunity for dictating structural reforms, i.e. by replacing 
traditional 11 Faculties"with.departments, and for streamlining university ad-· 
' . 
missions and governance procedures by switching•to a presidential,..management-· 
system. Authorities moreover became conscious of the need to agree on more 
unified academic programs· to facilitate_ .student transfers across statel ines 
to less crowded universities. 14 
. . 
Overcrowding in fact became the major problem by 1972, making it neces-
sary for individual universities to i~pose numerical limitations on student · 
admissions. Enrollment projections issued by the new Federal Education-Minis-
. , .- . 
try of 280,000 for 1978 and 560,000 for 1980 had been surpassed by 1960 reg-
istrations .(290,000) and 1971 figures (587,400),. - ~es-pecti.vely!
5
on Octo-
ber 20, 1972, the eleven L/!nder ministers institutionalized the Numerus 
. . . . . . . . 
clausus system by,creatirig a Central Office for Student Admissions in Dortmund . 
. 
The Numerus clausus.principle applied especially to those seeking to enroll 
in architecture, biology, chemistry, dentistry, medicine, pharmacy, psychol-. 




· Usfng as a primary justification the economic pressures conjured up by 
the recession of 1971-72 and the inflationary effects of the 1973 - energy 
crisis, the Federal Finance Ministry brought university expansion programs 
to a dram~tic halt. Owing to fiscal constraints, educational authorities were 
forced to pursue a strategy of rationalization between 1972 and 1976. The 
objective of this particular refonn exercise was to produce more graduates 
with higher qualifications in less time at lower~ to concerned Gennan tax-
payers. The Lander ministers of education took advantage of the brake on 
national expansion measures to extend their powers with respect to the regu-
1 ation of examinations, and with that, to intensify their involvement-in the 
curricular refonn process. Steps to streamline curricula and the imposition 
of tougher exam requirements were in tended to II depo 1 i tici ze II the academic 
environment, as well as to discipline individual university activists. 
By the .end of the 1960 1 s, finance had· become the most critical aspect of 
university administration and, consequently,· a major source of constitutionar 
.· . ) . .. . ... 
·conflict between the Bund and the Lander. -In .1969 the Lander were forced to 
accept a constitutional amendment (91b) that extended federal jurisdiction 
over the higher educational sector in exchange for one (91a) that promised "·--~~ 
significant federal assistance in the areas of agricultural, coastal and re-
gional development. 16 Amendment 91b led to a number of parliamentary acts 
dealing with university construction and federal budgetary procedur·es, which 
in turn were to lay groundwork for a national Higher Education Act.· Federal 
Educational Minister Leussink presented the first ·1egislative draft to parl ia-
ment in 1971; but by 1972, political winds ~ad begu~ to shift. While the SPO 
consolidated its majority in the Bundestag foliowing the 1972 national elec-
tions, state-level elections produced a CDU-dominated Bundesrat, that was 
ready, willing and able to exercise a suspensive veto against three subsequent 
drafts of the Framework Law. It goes without saying that the German university 
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was a house divided, owing to the disruptive effects of the anti-Vietnam pro-
tests and the student movement. " . . Bund and Landerauthorities carried their po ... 
litical differences and jurisdictional disputes into the halls of parliament 
and into the courts, each hoping to play the role of l'the state to the rescue." 
The Federa1 Framework Law for Higher Education finally adopted in 1976, 
and the spectrum of State Adaptation Laws promulgated in its wake, do not 
. appear to offer a more long lasting resolution of tensions, nor a necessarily 
durable political consensus on role of higher education and the importance of 
university autonomy in the FRG. The new CCU-government in Berlin, for example, 
has already held numerous parliamentary hearings on a proposed overhaul of the SPD's 
not-yet-implemented 1979 Adaptation Law. Only ·a brief summary of what has been 
accomplished during 15 years of (what critics label) the "reform hectic11 can be 
offered here. 
In one respect, the reform has .ta·ken hold: the expansion programs begun · 
· in the late sixties have significantly_ broadened citizen access to higher edu-... 
. . . . 
cation-~ if you don't mirid the wait, that is. Waiting pertods of three to 
seven years continue to.plague applicants looking for a place in the hardcore 
Numerus clausus disciplines-.· The number· of students enrol-led ,n the·tertiary 
sector has risen impressively from some 384,400 in 1965 to 790,500in 1974 
rand to more than 980,000 in 1978/79. 17 T~e percentage of a given cohort now. 
I . 
1 attending academi_c institutions has also jumped from less than six_ percent in 
i 1965 to roughly twenty percent by ·1979. 
. . - . . . 
Reformers have furthermore brought about a measure of standardization 
· with regard to university administration arid degree requireme_nts; but the 
beauty of this important reform accomplishment appears to be only skin deep. 
. , . . . . 
· Substantive as well as political differences persist from one state to another,. 
especi a llY in rel a·tion to the teacher training and recrui trilent practices wtii ch 
remain under the control of the Lander ministers .. The HRG did what it was 
-i 
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supposed to do in· a limited sense, viz. it provided state-level policymakers 
with a common- legal framework. But a closer look at the eleven Adaptation Laws 
\ 
leads ·one to conclude that the Framework Law is about as effective in covering 
up the differences in Lander· educational priorities as were the emperor's new 
clothes in protecting the sovereign from unfavorable environmental elements. 
The regulations have become more and more detailed with each legal turn; the 
distinctions between q!Jalificat10ns, extrafunctional and otherwise, are more 
and more acute. Some of the Lander allow for organs of student government; 
others, such as Bavaria, have outlawed them~ Some states guarantee the leg_al 
maximum in assigning representational seats to non-professorial groups, others 
hold participation in decision-making bodies to minimal levels. Ultimately, 
the standardization of academic programs will depend upon cooperative efforts. 
. . II . . 
among the Lander and compr.omi se agreements worked out by the r-egiona 1 curricular 
refonn commi_ssions, whose mernbers have only begun to tackle ·the task at hand. 
As late as May, 1982, the state educational ministers had yet to sign accords-· 
guaranteeing mutual recognition of certain academic degrees. 
Rationalization, that is, the attempt to ensure job-relevant training 
and a degree of professional flexibility, while simultaneously streamling .. cur-~ ---~---= 
~iculum, accelerating the learning_process and holding down costs, is an ob-
jective that can only be attained through the cl ever use of mirrors. Poli tic-
i zation of the university refonn ·issue has led to greater external control over - - - -~ 
. . . , 
the content of higher 1 earning, and assessments by outside agents are i ncreas- : 
·, 
·. ingly based on economic crit~ria. Rationalization measures may assist politi-
cal authorities in dealing with the question of institutional efficiency; but 
· moves' in this ·direction ought not to be equated with educational effecti-veness. 
Successful rationalization would signify that tangible benefits have accrued 
to individuals participating in the accelerated learning process as a direct 
consequence of legislative refonn activity_. Present academic unemployment 
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statistics in the Federal Republic belie the benefits of mass education for 
mass education's sake. 18 Rationalization, in many respects, has failed to 
service reform objectives. Against this background we now ·turn to examine 
the specific problems facing educational authorities in the German Democratic 
Republic, and to stack up their reform record against that of the FRG. 
C. PLANNED, PROGRAMMED REFORMS IN THE GERMAN DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC 
In contrast to the gradual centralization of educational authority wit-
nessed in the ~estern state, responsibility for academic decisio.n-making has 
been concentrated in the hands of the Socialist Unity Party ever since the 
founding of the East German Republic. Whatever other charges one may wish to 
levy against the system, GDR officials cannot be accused of having insuffi-
ciently attended to matters educational. Indeed, educational issues have 
served as an integral focus for discussion at each of ten Party _Congresses 
held between 1947 and 1981, enjoying particular prominence-at the VI, VII, 
VIII and IX C~ngresses in 1963, 1968, 1971, ~nd_ 1976, respectively. Th~ SEO 
has moreover convened five Higher Educational Conferences, the latest in Sep-
tember, 1980, devoted exclusively to problems facing post-secondary institu-
tions. 
Officially, the GDR prefers to evaluate ongoing reform measures in the 
context of historical-socialist stages of development. The first stage, ex-
. -
tending from 1945 to 1949, constituted the "anti-fascist, Democratic School . 
reform. 11 Th.e second wave, covering the years 1950 to 1962-63, called for the 
"construction of the Socialis.t School in _the GDR. 11 The third higher educa-
tional reform campaign from 1962-63 .to 1970;.71 concentrated on the "develop-
ment of the Unified-socialist Educational System,'' based on the 1965 law bear-
ing the same title. 19 In terms of authority relations and in reference to 
definitive principles, one is tempted to argue that the educational system 
as a. whole has experienced more continuity than change, however. The SEO has 
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maintained its power monopoly over the policy process, Marxism-Leninism con-
tinues to supply the fundamental value premises, while factual premises for· 
decision-making are root.ed in the needs of the economic production process, 
and .the Soviet Union is still upheld as a model for socialist development. 
Five principles underlie the system: -
1) a 11 civics tra i rii ng and f orrna 1 instruction, as _we 11 as a 11 the 
institutions and organs judged to have educational influence are 
to be used as instruments ·for a socialist 11 restructuringll of 
society; . - · · 
2) all educational and instructional methods are grounded in the 
realization that Politics, Economics and Pedagogics are recip-
rocally related, and are to be treated as a unity; 
3) technical training and political-ideological education, scientific-
and party-related activity, school and daily life, as well as for-
ma 1 instruction and productive 1 abor are a 1 so to be viewed as a 
unity, and connected with each other; · -
4) the attainment of the 11 a1l-sided developed personality" is the ul-
timate educational objective that encompasses an array o(_ inter-. 
woven subgoals, especially the inculcation of socialist morality, 
fidelity to Marxism-Leninism, love of work, patriotism and inter-
. national ism; 
5) the .reach ,of Marxism-Leninism is all encompassing, manifesting 
theoretical, practical, cognitive, and emotional dimensions; its 
influence stretches from kindergarten to advanced education. 
Its- .aim is to apprise every single individual of the correctness 
and the invincibility of this ideology. 20 
It is fHting that a regime which seeks its legitimation in the immutable 
forces of history would find cause to introduce extensive, fundamental educa-
tional reforms not in the warnings of individual critics, but rather in oc-
. cu·rences of world-his.tori cal consequ_ence. Western analysts sunnise that the 
- . , . . ' , .. 
events of 1956, in particular th·e denunciation of Stalin at the xx~ Party Con-
gress of the·CPSU, and the abortive revolts in Poland,and·Hungary, precipitated: 
a crisis of confidence between members of the national intelligentsia and the 
SEO, felt most deeply at the university level. The implementation ·of compre-
hensive economic reforms within the framework' _of a relatively decentralized 
New Economic System in 1963 triggered an additional round of educational 
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readjustments to changing work force needs. The c1 ash between i nte ll ectua 1 
and party forces in Czechoslovakia in 1968 is also likely to havefigured in 
the restructuring of cadre training programs~ as well as ·in the reinforcement 
of the formal Marxist-Leninist component in advanced study· and degree programs. 
Reform measures in each case nonetheless steered. segments of the educational 
system in different directions. While the official party, reaction underlying 
the 1958 .reforms revel ved around a defense against "appearances of revision-
ism and dogmatism,'' reform efforts from 1963 to 1965 addressed problems of a 
curricular, technical and structural nature. Post-1968 refo.rms served to up-
grade the status of academics relative to .researchers at industrial-based·R & D 
centers and sought a fusion of the "two souls in one breast" -- the red 
versus the ~xpert -- by reemphasizing the formation of the 11 a1l-sided socialist 
personality. 1121 
When the educational institutions reopened their doors in the autumn of 
1945, East German authorities under the auspices of the Soviet Military Ad-. 
ministration saw as their first task the need to P.urge the teaching staffs of 
all fascist and militaristic elements. But they also worked immediately to 
increase the educa.tional opportunities available to children of Worker and 
agricultural backgrounds, according to ideological dictates. The purge osten-
sibly completed by 1951, SEO authoritiesfcreated a State Secretariat for Higher 
; i 
and Technical Education ·in February of t~at year, later to be accorded mini-
sterial status: .. Between 1951 and 1958, measures were aimed at streamlining 
•' . . - j . 
courses of study, introducing uniform curricula, regulating qualifying exams 
I 
and 1ength of all owab 1 e academic study, ~; ~h an emphasisr on the "achievement 
principle. 11 Correspondence courses ( Ferristudium) were introduced at the higher 
. ! 
levels, while attempts to emulate the So~iet polytechnical model were pursued 
.. at the 1 ower 1 eve 1 s. 




















during the period 1951 to 1955 and again 1969 to 1974. ~n order to accommodate 
a rapid, dramatic expansion of the appl,cant pool, the SEO sponsored a major 
construction .program, increasing the number of post-secondary facilities from 
6 univeriities in 1945-46, to 21 higher educational institutions ·in 1951. 1955 
saw the addition of 7 technical universities, 7 teachers' co11eges, 3 medical 
schools, 3 art academies, 2 agricultural colleges and 3 economic institutes to 
the system. As was the case in the FRG, however, stabilization was short-lived, 
as the number of enrolled ·students_ would rise from 28,500 · in 1949 to 75,084 
by 1955 and to a new high of 111,404 in 1961; this increased the number of 
students per 10,000 citizens from 15 to 65.2 in a 12 year period. 22 A second 
enrollment explosion would occur between 1966 and 1972, as Table I indicates. 
TABLE I: ·sTUOENTS ENROLLED AT HIGHER EDUCATIONAL 
INSTITUTIONS IN THE FRG ANO GOR, 1951-1979 
German Federal Reoublic . German Democratic·Reoublic 
Total Female New Admissions Year Total Female New Admissions 
291,000 59,700 79,400 19.60 99,860 25,213 30,081 
384,400 96,000 85,700 1965 lll ,591 29,099 24,735 
406,700 96,SDO , 102,600 1966 110,523 . 29,995 24,914 
418,400 107,300 96,800 1967 110,614. 31,928 25,012 
443,600 110;200 114,500 1968 115,152 35,946 28,784 
473,100 . 116,500 118,800 1959· 127,585 42,733 37,932, 
510,500 130,SOO 125,700 1970 143,163 50,589 43.,975 
597,300 154,200 143,500 1971 -153;014 58,685 44,047 
601,500 200,000 155,500 1972 160,967 55,472 39,449 
729,000 231,600 164,700 1973 153,558 68,327 33,222 
790,500 263,100 168,300 1974 144,506 67,919 34,531 
340,800 ·2sJ,200 166,500 •. 1975 136,854 65,976 34,390 
877,300. 294,200 158,100 1976 130,201 62.134 · 32,131 
913,300 314,200 165,500 1977. 129,615 .51,600 32,194 
945,900· 334,100 172,SQO 1978 127,473 · 60,557 32,391 
983,500 35-+,:Go . 177,700 1979 129,055 32,309 
F~G, Grund-und Strukturdaten. 1980/81; GOR, Statistisches Jahrbuch der Oeutschen 
Hrsg. Der Bundesminis.:er fur Sildung .· Demokra.:,schen Repuo1ik, Berlin, 1980, 
und Wissanschaft, Bonn, 1980, pp. 104-107. . pp. 298-305. 
These developments were accompanied· by expansion of the staff as well, as 
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TABLE II: GROWTH OF PERSONNEL AT HIGHER 
EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS IN THE FRG ANO GDR. 
Federal Republic of Gennah ,German Democratic Re ublic 
Teaching Scientific Teaching Scientific {-Year' Total Faculty Assistants, Year , Total Faculty Assistants 
1953 1,641 862 1951 3,274 1,395 1,879 
1955 1955 7,743 2,535 5,208 
1960 19,100 5,500 9,300 1960 11,564 4,152 7,412 
1965 36,600 9,400 17,900 1965 not available 
1970 54,300 14,900 25,200 1970 21,219 4,621 16,598' 
, 1975 77,900 31,000 28,000, 1975 26,112 5,284 20,828 
1980 80,!00 33,100 22,400 1980 29,100 6,100 23,000 
Source: Grund- und Strukturdaten I ibid., p. 149 Source: -Hrsg. Hans-Jurgen Schulz, Das Hochs chu 1-
! 
wesen der DOR- Ein Uberblick~ Ber1in: , 
VEB Deutscher Verlag der Wissenschaften, 
1980, p. 194. 
On September 1, 1958, the 10-year polytechnical education model was 
adopted at all compulsory schools, to be followed in most cases by two years 
of vocational training. The 1959 "Law on the Socialist Development of the 
School System in the GDR 11 moreover provided for a 12-year general polytechni-
cal school, which would qualify students for university admission after- one 
Year of work experience. 23 
The III. Higher Educational Conference of February/Mar·ch 1958 assumed re--
sponsibil i ty for operationalizing the "Program for the Socialist Restructuring 
of the Universities and Higher Educational Institutions [Hochschulen} 11 ad_opted 
' ' 
at the V. Party Congress of 1958. One important feature was the introduction 
of 11 contract research," as a means of .enhancing cooperation between academic 
institutions and the economic sectors in the "science boom" generated by the 
Sputnik launch of 1957. 
The global economic summit meeting of 1962 l,ed to-a reappraisal of Ea.st 
German science policy, in conjunction with the restructuring of the economy 
in 1963. The SEO proclaimed science (Wissenschaft) to be a direct "productfon 
forcell and stressed the critical role of scientific research in class struggle 
and in confrontations between gl oba 1 systems. 24 The VI. Party Congress of 1~6_3 
laid the groundwork for an overhaul of virtually the entire educational system 
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in the direction of early specialization and professionalization, as formu-
lated in the 11 Law for an Integrated Socialist Educational System11 of February, 
1965. The law directed comprehensive curricular reforms at all levels and 
anticipated a restructuring of the upper secondary level in 1966, which would 
contribute significantly to a second ·explosion in tertiary level enrollments. 
The SEO codified its corrmitment to equal opportunity, adding to the 1965 Law 
a passage analogous to Art. 12/1 of the West German constitution, to the effect 
that 11 every citizen of the German Democratic Republic with the requisite sec-
ondary certification (Hochschulreife) has the right to apply for admission to 
studies at a university or advanced s.choo1.11 25 But greater attention was 
focused on a serious shortfall of academically trained, technicany skilled 
cadres at the upper and middle levels of the economy.- Generalized, 11 uniform11 
college preparatory courses were instated _for eleventh and twelfth graders at 
· expanded upper schools (EOS) and for ·those with a. specified number of years·· 
of working experience, to funnel more students into higher educational institii'-
tions and to allow greater flexibtl ity in channeling applicants into diverse 
fields. 26 Pedagogical institutes were upgraded to Hochschule status, teacher 
· training programs were substantially revised. 
The Law's impact was mirrored in the 1966 "Principles on the Further De-
/ 
ve1opment of Teaching and Research at Higher Educational Institutions, 11 issued 
by the IV.:· H. Ed. Conference, aimed. at concentrating academic potential in the · - - -·~ 
fields of.mathematics, cybernetics, chemistry, physics, and operations research, 
int~r a1ia. 27 1967 marked something of an ideo1ogical watershed, when Ulbricht -- . - . 
announced at the VII. Congress of. the SED that the GOR had entered th_e phase of a.· 
;, 
Marxist-Leninist 11Scientific-Technical Revolution, 11 (WTR) a Leitmotif that 
has dominated .. all subsequent academic reform d,iscussions. 
The imp1ementation of policies derived from the WTR concept between 1968 · · 
and 1973 roughly corresponds to the standardi :zati on phase of the West German·. 
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reform process. One does witness a greater overlap between standardization 
-and rationalization measures' i.n the GDR, however, with respect to university 
teachins. Reform objectives were two-fold: 1) to restructure academic in-
stitutions to facilitate the introduction of new curricula ·and methodologies 
that would convey theoretical knowledge as well as practical skills;· and 2) 
to tie academic teaching and research activities into the centralized planning 
pro_c~ss by increasing institutional 11contacts 11 with the outside. 28 
Beginning in 1969, the state introduced significant structural modifi-
cations at seven universities, thirty-four colleges and institutes, and three 
medical.academies in three areas. The traditional Faculties of philosophy, 
law, education, medicine, agriculture, math and sciences, economics, theology 
and veterinary medicine, were replaced by smaller, specialized sections, (com-
parable to US academic departments), which were to guarantee a closer linkage 
between science (Wissenschaft) and economic-technical concerns. The traditional 
Academic Senate was abolished in favor of "scientific" and "social councilst'' 
which placed along side professor and student delegates a number of representa-
tives of the state, industrial enterprises, trade unions and mass organiza-
tions. Further, academi C programs were revised to provide four-year cou-rses 
of study, com~ining basic declared-major and advanced tnstr~ction with re-
search activity; only a select group would later be admitted to an additional, 
three-year 11research-studiesll program. Active involvement in currfcular plan-
ning on the part bf industrialand economic actors was to become the rule, 
' ' 
rather than. the exception ·(contrasf East and West university structures, DiagramsA,B). 
Ten engineering colleges were added to the system, whi 1 e Fernstudium 
and even1ng college capacities· grew so quickly that by 1973 the number of· 
correspondence s.tudents matched the full-time regular students at 40% each, 
with 20% in the evening division. 29 · The organic· link between academic re-
search, economic development and the attainment of ideological objectives was 
.. 
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Composition of Major Collective Decision-Making 
Organs at the Free University of Berl in (West) 
and the Humboldt University of Berlin (East} 1971-1979 
Free Universit 
Organ: Kuratorium 
Mayor of Berlin (Ex officio) 
Finance Senator 
Higher Educational Senator 
3 additional Senators 
3 parliamentary delegates 
( 2 professors ( 1 each from Konzi l~ 
J 2 assistants 1 from Acad. Sen. 
l 
. for all 4 groups) 
2 students . 
2 non-academic employees 
Total: 17 
1971 
Mayor (Ex officio) 1979· 
Higher Educational Senator 
Finance Senator 
Sehator for Public Health 
2 additional Senators 
4 parliamentary delegates 
(at least one from each party (Fraktion) 
5 Konzil members 
(at least 1 Prof., 1 assis., 1 student, 
1 nonacademic) • 
4 Academic Senate members 
(one from each group) 
Humboldt Uni~ersit 
Organ: Gesellschaftlicher Rat 
2 delegates SEO 
5 representatives of state or-~ 
ganizations 
8 representatives of organiza-
tions and enterprises with 
"coope~ative relations" 
3 delegates from elementary 
and secondary schools 
1 FDJ delegate (communist youth 0 
2 Prorectors 
3 Directors of official groups 
{SEO, FDJ, University union) 
4 academics· (Professors) 
3 students 
3 non-academic university employeE 
Total: 39 
Essential·ly unchanged 
2 delegates from Berlin Employer Associations 
2 delegates from the labor unions. 
Total: 23 
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·underlined by a subtle change_ in the GDR constitution of 1949: Art. 3/1, 
maintaining that "scholarship and teaching are free," was dropped in the re-
vised constitution of 196a. 30 
At the VIII. Party Congress of 1971, the new Chairperson Erich Honecker· 
announced that the 11 conceptual work 11 for curricular and structural refonn had 
been completed •. The SEO nonetheless continued to call "for. a "higher theoreti-
cal niveau, 11 implying the need for a more ·conscientious study of Mar:xi sm-Lenin-
ism by all academics. Emphasis was pl aced on the unity of scholarly research · 
and productive practice, on the need for a synthesis of basic and applied re-. 
search, the necessity of more effective "research planning, 11 and the desir-
ability of intensified cooperation with Soviet scientists. Institutional in-
novations notwithstanding, a 1973 assessment disclosed operational .problems, 
which led to a renewed interest in the "personality development" of youth in 
particular. There followed a series of empirical investigations on.the living 
standards and extracurricular activities of students, especially, the 70 per-
cent in state"!":owned dormitories. 31 Between the VIII. and IX. Party.Congresses, 
the SEO undertook pains to improve cafeteria food, increase daycare faci 1 i ti es 
for-student-mothers, extend library hours, and to increase monthly stipendiums~ ---~-c-c-~ 
(received by 90 percent of the regular full-timers),adding monetary premiums 
for above.,..average achievers. 32 
.. 
I digress briefly, to explore the characteristics of the "all-sided de-
veloped socialist personality.11 The catalogue of virtues ascribed t·a ttie new 
. . 
-socialist wo/man seems at times to derive sooner·from the works of Jane Austen 
and the Victorian Schaar than from those of Karl Marx .. Youth is to manifest 
discipline, 'solidarity, respons.ibility, duty-consciousness, a sense of .com-
< munity, social activism, creativity, e~thus,iasm for scholarship, integrity, 
honesty towards the collective and conscientiousness. S/he is to display lay:.· 




problems, iove for work, organizational competence, a willingness to labor 
collectively, friendship towards the Soviet Union, conmitment to the his-. 
torical mission of the working class, belief in Marxist~Leninist leadersh'ip, 
· and an "extreme hatred for the enemies of the people. 1133 This presents no 
small challenge to East German educators, and requires that much attention 
be paid to didactics as well as to educational content. In 1976, the formula 
was slightly modified - the ideal is now the cultivation of the all-sided 
communist personality, one infused with larger doses of all the above 
traits. 34 
The period 1973 to 1976 ushered in· the phase· of "socialist rational iza-
tion. 11 Contrary to Western expectations perhaps, the Warsaw Pact nations 
were not immune to the negative effects of the 1973 OPEC embargo. Fraternal 
- relations did not inhibit the Soviet Union from raising the prices of its oil 
exports to near market levels, at a time when the WTR required the GDR to in'."" 
crease its energy consumption. Rationalization-socialist-style called for -
·. further _automati zation of material p~oduction, a more scientific organiz -
tion of the industrial processes, on-site maintenanc~ activity and considera-
tion of environmental protection needs. In terms of the educational system, 
this would mean expanding opportunities for retraining or continuing education 
' ' 
and facilitating the transition between school and workplace. Authorities 
also aimed to avoid a duplication of research efforts by allocating projects 
to particular branches of the scientific establishment. 
Rationalization efforts shifted attention to the need for system'.""wide : -. 
research planning. By 1974, theleadership reversed a number of Ulbricht's 
earlier directives, which had led to the virtual abandonment of bas-ic research 
activity in the industrial sector. 35 - Approximately 70 percent of the scien-
tific..:technical research potential had been concentrated in industry, 10 per-
cent in the Academy of Sciences. 36 .1969 marked the end of comprehensive 
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general sta:te funding, _as industrial research facilities were required to self-
finance out of their sales returns. This practice was partially reversed in 
1973 to prevent academic researc:hers from becoming merely technical consul-
tants. In fact, the problems of operationalizing research findings were dis-
covered to rest not so much with the universities, as with the industrial 
branches themselves. The latter proved extremely reluctant to adopt new meth-
ods and products, i,nsofar as innovations involved high costs not incorporated_ 
into the pricing system. This.would place the individual finn at a fiscal 
disadvantage and, in light of recurrent supply shortages, prevent it from ful-
filling regular production quotas imposed by annual breakdowns of the FYP. 37 
Consequently, refonns undertaken after 1972 involved a "spatial II as well 
as a substantive-thematic (Schwerpunktbildung) deconcentration. · Universities 
had their status upgraded as research institutions, and the.role of the Aca-
-. " 
demy of Sciences (Ad W) was particularly enhanced; the amount of 11 contrg.ct re-
" ~ . 
search for the Ad W· fell from 45 percent in 1972 to 31 percent in· 1974, with-· 
an increase in basic· research. 38 The. IX. Party Congress in 1976 provided for. 
improvements in the material and infrastructural conditions necessary for more 
effective universi~y research and emphasized the-need for ties between social -
and natural science research efforts. Special pro.grams and schoo1s··were cre-
ated for gifted chi 1 dren, and· new 3:-year research degrees were i.ntroduced to 
outfit a successor· generation of "cadres " with the ideological and technical - ---
. · . · · · . ·... . . 39 
skills necessa.ry· for exercising leadership roles in the Party and the economy.· 
A final boost to academics came in the form of a salary improvements program 
·for higher educational faculty and assistants (about 200 East German marks 
monthly} . 40 
The V. H_igher Educational Conference of 1980 underlined the system 1 s 
obligation to advance new disciplines and to produce flexible, adaptable gener-. 
alist graduates (cadres), as well as highly trained scientific sp_ecia1ists. T"-J. l. 
further promised intensified efforts to promote international scientific cooper~ 
•. 
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ation, calling for graduate competency in at least two foreign languages. A 
final, radical change won the approval of many young academics - job openings 
are for the first time being publ ical ly advertised and recruitment conducted on 
. t·t· b . 41 a compe, 1ve as1s. 
· What has been accomplished over two decades of educational planning and 
prograrrmed reform in the German Democratic Republic? The statistics are im-
pressive, but the reader is forewarned that it is difficult at times to dis-
tinguish between the Ist·and Soll conditions presented in the GDR literature. 
Political authorities have had no trouble standardizin·g either the academic 
· administrative structures, curricular offerings or didactic methods at all levels 
of the educational system. The successfulness of standardization efforts owes 
directly to the SED's ability to coninarid the entire policy process; indeed an 
overemphasis ·on standardization has stymied innovation and experimentation, 
the 1 ong term· consequences of which cannot be explored here. 
Expansion measures have also proved extremely effective, acc:prding to 
official figures. The contraction. in the number of students admitted to higher 
educational institutions after 1972 indicates that some retrenchment has occurred. 
An estimated · 65 · percent ot° the expanded upper school and 25 percent° of 
the Abi tur-classes in vocational schools were qualified for post-secondary 
· admission between 1976-1980 .. There are reportedly ·1.4 applicants :for each 
opening in the higher· educational system. 42 By 1977, Educational Minister 
. Behme announced th~t 23.1 percent of a given cohor.t r~ceived a post-secondary 
education. Officially, 85 to 90 percent of -the applicants begin studies-in 
their chosen fields. 43 The number of students pursuing correspondence and 
evening degrees has been drastically reduced, in reco.gnition of the fact that. · . . . 
these avenues p~rpettiated disadvantages to w6rking class children·who cohsti~ 
tuted the bulk of the enrollments; regular admissions have 'been increased. 
Between 85-90 percent of the· full-time students and 75 percent of those in· 
-. 
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44 Fernstudium actually complete the program -- a serious problem in the FRG •. 
Women now account ·for roughly one half of all admissions, in stark con-
trast to one third in West Gennany. Expanded ed1,.1cational facilities pose a 
very different problem in-the GDR with respect to the "capacities 11 issue -
too many of the places are !lQ.l occupied, especially in the technical and engi-· 
neering disciplines. Students are being rushed through programs in order to 
overcome what is sti 11 judged to be a ser-ious shortage of skil 1 ed 1 abor. 45 
Rationalization measures have met with no more or no less success than 
have efforts to plan the economy and direct the development of a. socialist 
society as a whole. Without the benefits of massive financial injections, i.e. 
through the Marsha 11 Fund, the GDR has· made impressive economic and techno-
1 ogical progress. More graduates with higher qualifications are being produced 
in less time, although not necessarily at lower cost to the East German state. 
The accelerated educationa.l process, however, is also at odds with the feader-.:.·-- ---::-=---= 
ship's desire to cultivate the all-sided communist personality; rigorous aca-
demic requirements 1 eave little time for· creativity and collective socia 1 ac-
tion. On the other hand, in 1981 only 12 p~rc_ent of the academic cadres and_ 
22 percent of the technical graduates were allegedly ·pJaced in jobs ill-sui:ted., ---~-'---~ 
to their qualifications, in contrast to double digit unemployment rates among 
West-German academics. 46 
D. CONVERGENCE AND CHANGE IN THE TWO GERMANIES 
In all three respects, the German Democratic Rep1Jbl ic appears to have 
outscored the Federal Republic in attaining educational reform objectives .as 
! 
, . - ' . 
defined by the respective policymaker;-s. This is not to overlook the other 
significant costs that are imposed on the citizens in an authoritarian system 
such as the GDR. The diffe'rences in the degree of persona-1 , po 1 i ti ca 1 1 i berty, 
the critical role of academic freedom in advancing the cause of Wissenschaft, 
.. 
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the need for a sense of social responsibility in allocating scarce resources 
to research: these are tradeoffs and comparisons that cannot be undertaken 
lightly. 
It i~ highly unlikely that officials in the Federal Republic will jump 
at the chance to engage in a process of 11 rolling reforms. 11 Few West German 
politicians would be willing to reopen this legislative Pandora's box on a 
regularized basis. My suspicion is that the academic institutions themselves 
would wind up worse for the wear and tear, as each successive package of reg-
ulations is more bureaucratically and legally binding than the one that went 
before. The Five-Year-Plan mentality that prevails in the GDR, on the other 
hand, guarantees that performance among the institutions of .higher learning 
will be subject to periodic review. Policymakers have demonstrated a capacity 
for undertaking major revisions, even when measures have come at the expense 
of ideological purity (i.e. special schools for the· 11 gifted 11 ). 
" " . 
Reform efforts in both systems have expanded .the pool of potential chal-
lengers to the political authority of the state. Technical experts are less 
likely to defer to strictly.ideological claims to legitimacy. One fifth of a 
given cohort will find itself competing for jobs comprising the top 5 percent 
of the elite, where traditionally university graduates·were guaranteed these 
" . 
positions -- a problem of too many chiefs and not enought Indians in the tech-
nical and productive sectors. 
An impending· crisis of legitimacy wi 11 . pose ·more serious problems for the 
SED than for the West German leadership. It is clear that 
-the boundaries of what can be scientifically articulated in the 
GDR today are no longer ·only determined by what is politically 
or r~search-politically acceptable. This.is an indicator that 
the relative self-containedness (Eigenstandigkeit) of science 
makes it possible to develop approaches: to problems that point 
to its own critical and not exclusive1ypolitically-affirmative 
and economically-productive potential, even if they are not to 
be operationalized. 47 
The relationship between economic growth and ·ecological conservation, between. 
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an easing of international tensions and an increase in domestic human rights 
violations, bet\'leen the conflicting roles of scientific personnel as trouble-
shooters and as potential trouble-makers: these are problems that cannot be 
solved simply by harking ba.ck to the principles of classical Marxism-leninism. 
The Party has created a new problem for itself, namely, 
how to produce more education for society (and with that additional 
social expectations), without placing its exclusive claim to power 
into question, a claim which can only be legitimized on the· basis of 
the allegedly scientifically-superior insights of its cadres into 
the universal laws of societal development. 48 
The survival of the two Gennan states depends essentially on the 
health of their respective export economies, but the pressures of international 
competition are·more acute in the case of the GOR. Technologically it is not 
yet in a position to challenge the FRG on the world market; yet international 
trade would provide the foreign currency necessary for high technology purchases 
. ~•,- -
tha t would increase the quantity and improve the quality of i ts exports. 
~stpol itik created more of a golden economic opportunity for the GOR than for:-· 
the FRG ( whose prices were 1 i ke 1 y to 1 imi t its sa 1 es to Warsaw Pact na ti ans) . 
Less than two years late_r, Middle East developments precipitated a price ex-
plosion in raw materials-and energy supplies of grave concern to both. However, 
global inflation has resulted in serious one-:-sided debt-repayment problems 
($11 billiori owed to the West) which has led the GDR to intensify its search for 
new ways of rationalizing production. 
The social ramifications of Ostpolitik also appear to have been greater 
for the GDR than for the FRG. The normalization of relations between.the two 
Germanies had an immediate impact on the domestic expenditure patterns in the 
·. East; citizens benefited from• an ambitious housing construction program and 
increased· production of durab 1 e consumer goods,· as SEO officials tried to head 
off the potentially destabilizing effects of a flood of Western visitors after 




by granting travel privi1eges, pennitting attendance at international confer-
ences •. Obviously, this type of liberalization has served a dual purpose. The 
need to increase international scientific cooperation is featured in a separate· 
chapter or a concluding section in virtually every East Gennan text at this 
author's ·disposal • 
In summary, world-political developments during the last decade ha~e 
tended to confinn a 100+.year old thesis concerning the relation of the super-
structure to the base. Academic refonns in the two German Republics have come 
in response to and have induced further changes in the expanded educational 
task environment. Parallels in the refonn course pursued by each are reflective 
of the fact that advanced industnial states.such as Germany East and West have 
evolved into very complex, interdependent societies whose problems require col-
lective solutions. Under conditions of socioeconomic "complexity, 11 convergence 
develops a momentum of its own • 
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